**HOW TO GET TO EVRY CAMPUS?**

**Telecom SudParis is located at:** 9 rue Charles Fourier, F-91011 Evry-Courcouronnes.  
**GPS coordinates:** 48.624853, 2.444104 - **Phone number:** +33 1 60 76 40 40

**BY ROAD**

Via the A6, via Porte d’Orléans or Porte d’Italie

1. Follow the A6 in the direction of Lyon/Evry  
2. Exit in the direction of N104, A5 / Troyes  
3. On the N104, exit in the direction of Corbeil-Essonnes/ Les Tarterets / Evry-Village  
4. At the roundabout take the 3rd exit: N7 in the direction of Evry  
5. On the N7, take the 2nd exit at the roundabout: N7 in the direction of Evry-Centre  
6. Exit immediately in the direction of Bras de Fer/Les Épinettes  
7. Turn left at the traffic lights in the direction of Les Épinettes/ Ecoles Telecom  
8. On Boulevard des Coquibus, turn right after the stadium: Rue Charles Fourier

Via the N7 from Paris

1. Exit at Bras de Fer-Les Épinettes  
2. Turn right at the second set of traffic lights in the direction of Ecoles Telecom  
3. On Boulevard des Coquibus, turn right after the stadium: Rue Charles Fourier

Via the N104, via Versailles

1. On the N104, exit in the direction of Corbeil-Essonnes/ Les Tarterets/Evry-Village  
2. At the roundabout take the 3rd exit: N7 in the direction of Evry  
3. On the N7, take the 2nd exit at the roundabout: N7 in the direction of Evry-Centre  
4. Exit immediately in the direction of Bras de Fer/Les Épinettes  
5. Turn left at the traffic lights in the direction of Les Épinettes/ Ecoles Telecom  
6. On Boulevard des Coquibus, turn right after the stadium: Rue Charles Fourier

Via the N104, via Melun

1. Exit at Evry-Centre  
2. Join the N7  
3. Exit immediately in the direction of Bras de Fer/Les Épinettes  
4. Turn left at the traffic lights in the direction of Les Épinettes/ Ecoles Telecom  
5. On Boulevard des Coquibus, turn right after the stadium: Rue Charles Fourier

**BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT**

**From Paris**

1. Take the RER D in the direction of Malesherbes Corbeil-Essonnes, via Evry-Courcouronnes Centre  
2. Get off at “Evry-Courcouronnes Centre” station  
3. Go along Cours Blaise Pascal until Boulevard des Coquibus  
4. Turn left onto Boulevard des Coquibus and continue until Rue Charles Fourier. Follow until you arrive at your destination.